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TIME FOR ME TIME
In open-plan living concepts particularly, privacy becomes all the more 

 valuable. By privacy we mean that people want to keep some “space for  

themselves”. Such space can be defined temporarily and flexibly by using  

doors and fittings. After all, people who live together want to withdraw  

once in a while. Living space needs a balance between openness and privacy.  

Fittings as functional elements of doors can add value here. 

With smart2lock by GRIFFWERK, we have developed a locking system  

that is integrated into the handle that, due to its puristic aesthetics, is not  

merely reserved for bathrooms or WCs. smart2lock by GRIFFWERK fits any 

door. smart2lock by GRIFFWERK opens up even more space for very personal  

me time in any home.

Matthias Lamparter, Managing Director, GRIFFWERK GmbH
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ANY ROOM  
CAN BECOME  
A PERSONAL  
RETREAT

WITH A CLICK ON  
THE DOOR HANDLE
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MORE ME TIME
Space for myself. Time for myself.  Me time. 

Whether soothing relaxation in the bathroom, a refreshing power nap  

in the bedroom, focussed work in the home office or undisturbed  

chilling in the teenager room: smart2lock by GRIFFWERK gives more me time.

IN ANY ROOM
smart2lock by GRIFFWERK stands for integrated locking systems with intuitive  

usability. The locking slider is conveniently within thumb reach. With smart2lock  

by GRIFFWERK, doors can be closed and locked with one hand. Escutcheons become 

unnecessary. The result is a new, puristic door aesthetic. Door handles with 

smart2lock by GRIFFWERK. fit conventional standard door locks. Because of their 

minimalist look, they are not only suitable for bathrooms or WCs, but also for 

guest rooms, a home gym, yoga room, a teenager’s room or the parents’ suite...
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INSIDE

Minimalist solution: 
The emergency release is located  
behind the signal point.  
(Door handles with smart2lock by  
GRIFFWERK without escutcheons).
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BREAK SIGN ...
... is a red point. It indicates on the outside whether the door is locked. Quiet and discreet. 

It means: “Do not disturb: Someone needs time for themselves.” The simple locking slider on  

the inside of the door activates the status display.  At the same time, the emergency release is  

located behind the signal point. A pointed object, e.g. a pen, suffices to open the door.  

Only in emergencies, of course. Escutcheons are a thing of the past.

OUTSIDE
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A NEW DOOR AESTHETIC
The technology is as innovative as the look is extraordinary. smart2lock by GRIFFWERK 

creates a new, puristic door aesthetic. All functions have been combined in the handle. 

The lower escutcheon is omitted. This reduces the number of visible elements.  

Those who prefer it even simpler can dispense with escutcheons altogether.  

In the ONE by GRIFFWERK concept series, the handle sits directly on the door leaf.  

Both versions can be operated intuitively: close and lock with one hand.
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The locking system inte-
grated in the handle makes 
escutcheons unnecessary.
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(1) The end of the handle shows an 
even grinding pattern. The edges 
have been softened with an addi-
tional chamfer to prevent bumps.  
(2) With a slightly larger diameter, 
the LUCIA door handle has a com-
fortable hand rest. 
(3) For a puristic aesthetic, the grub 
screw was placed invisibly on the 
underside.

1 2 3

21 mm

LUCIA PIATTA S SMART2LOCK 
Satin stainless steel
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DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Feel free to take a closer look. You will see how much attention to detail we put into the work on your door 

handle. For example with LUCIA: With a diameter of 21 mm, the handle fits better in your hand, the lack 

of sharp edges makes it more pleasant on the hand, and circular grinding provides a sense of added value.  

The grub screw is invisibly located on the underside of the handle.
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Me time, e.g., in the children’s room

DAD, YOU’RE ANNOYING
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LUCIA IN GRAPHITE BLACK
Door handles in graphite black add a touch of loft character to the ambience.  

We chose a deep, matt black tone with the finest grain for a comfortable grip. 

Graphite black door handles are an eye catcher on white doors, whether sleek 

or stylish, and look especially beautiful with natural wood finishes. The absence 

of escutcheons creates a pleasant, minimalist overall effect. The room shines in 

its architectural quality. It adds value not only to interior rooms, but also corridors. 

The “break point” on the handle indicates that someone doesn’t want to be 

disturbed right now.

LUCIA SMART2LOCK screw-on system
Graphite black
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R8 ONE IN CASHMERE GREY
The door to another world – your own. The R8 ONE door handle opens up new perspectives and fits perfectly  

into minimalist living styles with its highly reduced design language. The handles of the ONE by GRIFFWERK  

concept series fit all standard locks and are available in the premium finishes velvet grey, graphite black 

and cashmere grey with a pleasant soft2touch feel. The concealed hinges ensure a visually integrated solution.
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GRIFFWERK 
offers matching  
hinges in  
cashmere grey.
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R8 ONE SMART2LOCK without escutcheon
Cashmere grey



R8 ONE SMART2LOCK, 
without escutcheon, graphite black

Integrated  
emergency release.
Very easy  
to unlock,  
for example  
using a coin.

Me time, e. g. in the home office

SIMPLY SAVING THE WORLD FOR A SHORT WHILE
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R8 ONE SMART2LOCK without escutcheon
Graphite black

R8 ONE IN GRAPHITE BLACK
When the job calls in your home office, quiet and focus are the order of the day. In order to  

achieve the best results, simplicity and clear contrasts prevail in offices. In a home office,  

however, it can also be comfortable. Personal style can be lived and the working atmosphere can be  

individually designed. The entrance already gives a first impression. The R8 ONE door handle  

in a clear, geometric design offers feel-good qualities: The back is gently rounded, the finish  

offers a special tactile experience thanks to soft2touch by GRIFFWERK. Luxury for your hands.  

Why not in the office as well? 
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Me time, e. g., in the bedroom

GRIFFWERK 
offers matching  
hinges in  
graphite black.

FOR RELAXED TIME FOR PARENTS
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AVUS ONE IN GRAPHITE BLACK
Love needs quietude. smart2lock gives you a break from the (equally beloved)  

family. Suitable for a minimalist furnishing style with a homely touch:  

the AVUS ONE door handle. The design of the body was fully reduced  

to basic geometric shapes: Two semicircles capture the surrounding outline  

of the front surface. Available in the premium graphite black finish and with  

a pleasantly soft soft2touch feel.
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AVUS ONE SMART2LOCK without escutcheon 
Graphite black



GRIFFWERK 
offers matching  
hinges in  
velvet grey.

AVUS ONE SMART2LOCK without escutcheon
Velvet grey
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AVUS ONE IN VELVET GREY
The design is named after the Berlin race track “Avus” with its two large hairpin bends. 

A strictly geometric design, formed from a rectangle and two semicircular segments. 

The front surface runs parallel to the door leaf. The gently rounded back offers a pleasant feel.  

A perfect handle for a puristic ambience. Authentic materials, clear lines, few but  

carefully selected elements offer visual calm. By refining the surface with soft2touch  

by GRIFFWERK,  AVUS ONE offers an exceptional tactile experience. 
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FRAME DESIGN: PROF. THOMAS GERLACH

An ode to minimalism and the right angle. The door handle FRAME for wooden doors needs  

no escutcheons. The handle body alone sits on the door leaf. The handle inlay is exchangeable.  

It can match the surface of the door or be customised. Also available as a reduced glass door lock  

for all-glass doors (FRAME GS) and with integrated locking system. FRAME design line,  

designed by Prof. Thomas Gerlach for GRIFFWERK, marks the beginning of the concept series,  

ONE by GRIFFWERK (minimalism without escutcheons).
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FRAME without escutcheon
Graphite black



PURISTO S FOR HINGED GLASS DOORS
A lock case for all-glass doors in a smaller format with plenty of user comfort. Lockable with  

smart2lock by GRIFFWERK. The locking slider is conveniently within thumb reach. PURISTOS also offers  

convenient adjustment options: The spring force of the door handle can be individually adjusted 

and the handle position can be corrected with millimetre precision. Three colour shades available:  

Graphite black,cashmere grey and velvet grey/satin stainless steel effect. Can be combined with door  

handles from many design lines, including those with a magnetic latchbolt. Complete systems  

from door handles to window handles to security door handles. Matching hinges with matching colour.

PURISTO S with AVUS handle 
Cashmere grey
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SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS
With the delicate looking bar handle, PLANEO GS 49017, in a minimalist design, sliding doors  

can even be locked (design: Studio Relvão Kellermann). The discreetly designed control element  

is located on the bar, the locking mechanism is concealed in the running rail. A lit red signal

 point indicates the status. The mechanical emergency release always works, with or without power. 

Combined with frosted glass doors, visual cover is still an option. Perfect for bathrooms. In three 

finishes: Graphite black, cashmere grey and satin stainless steel effect. 
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PLANEO AIR glass door system with bar handle GS 49017
Graphite black



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

TRI 134 SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Graphite black

CRYSTAL SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel

LORITA SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel

SCREW-ON SYSTEM for high stress, substructure made of metal.  

The screw connection is invisibly integrated and meets the requirements of DIN EN 1906 GK3.

LUCIA SMART2LOCK SQUARE 
Screw-on system | Graphite black

LUCIA SMART2LOCK SQUARE 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel

TRI 134 SMART2LOCK SQUARE 
Screw-on system | Graphite black

Existing escutcheons can be replaced  
with a blank escutcheon.

TRI 134: ergonomic three-sided profile

LUCIA SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel

LOREDANA SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel

LUCIA SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Graphite black

TRI 134 SMART2LOCK SQUARE 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel

TRI 134 SMART2LOCK 
Screw-on system | Satin stainless steel
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CLIP-ON SYSTEM with clip cams for easy quick assembly. The substructure consists  

of high-quality plastic. All handles meet the requirements of DIN EN 1906 GK3.

PIATTA S flat escutcheons with minimal installation height for a flush look.

LORITA SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Satin stainless steel

LUCIA SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Satin stainless steel

LUCIA QUATTRO SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Satin stainless steel

CRYSTAL SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Satin stainless steel

TRI 134 SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Satin stainless steel

LUCIA SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Graphite black

LUCIA QUATTRO SMART2LOCK 
PIATTA S | Graphite black

AVUS SMART2LOCK * 
PIATTA S | Graphite black

AVUS SMART2LOCK * 
PIATTA S | Cashmere grey

LUCIA SMART2LOCK 
Clip-on system | Satin stainless steel

LORITA SMART2LOCK 
Clip-on system | Satin stainless steel

LOREDANA SMART2LOCK 
Clip-on systemi | Satin stainless steel

LUCIA SMART2LOCK 
Clip-on system | Graphite black

* available from October



FOR WOODEN DOORS: FOR GLASS DOORS:

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

REPLACEABLE INLAY Whether stone, wood or other materials: 
FRAME leaves room for individual solutions.

ONE BY GRIFFWERK stands for maximum reduction and is the programmatic front for the concept series ONE 

by GRIFFWERK. All functions have been condensed into one shape, escutcheons have been completely eliminated. 

Also available:
concealed hinges  
in velvet grey,  
graphite black,  
and cashmere grey

AVUS ONE 
without escutcheon | Graphite black

AVUS ONE 
without escutcheon | Velvet grey

AVUS ONE 
without escutcheon | Cashmere grey

R8 ONE 
without escutcheon | Graphite black

R8 ONE 
without escutcheon | Velvet grey

R8 ONE 
without escutcheon | Cashmere grey

FRAME 
without escutcheon | graphite black
lockable

FRAME GLASS DOOR LOCK

without escutcheon | 
stainless steel effect
not lockable

FRAME GLASS DOOR LOCK

without escutcheon | graphite black
lockable

FRAME 
without escutcheon | 
stainless steel effect
not lockable
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GRIFFWERK GMBH | LINDENSTR. 90 | 89134 BLAUSTEIN | PHONE +49 731 93 80 89-20 | FAX +49 731 93 80 89-29 | INFO@GRIFFWERK.DE


